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Abstract
In the field of software architecture, there has been a paradigm shift from describing the outcome of architecting process mostly described by component and connector (know-what) to documenting architectural design decisions and their rationale (know-how) which leads to the production of an architecture. This paradigm shift results in emergence of various models and related tools for capturing, managing and sharing architectural design decisions and their rationale explicitly. This paper analyzes existing architectural design decisions models and provides a criteria-based comparison on tools that support these models. The major contribution of this paper is twofold: to show that all of these models have a consensus on capturing the essence of an architectural design decision; and to clarify the major difference among the tools and show what desired features are missing in these tools.

1. Introduction
Software architecture has an important role to manage complicated interactions between stakeholders of software-intensive systems in order to balance all kinds of constraints [1]. The architecting process can be considered as a decision making process through which the appropriate decisions must be made at the right time [7]. Current methods for the documentation of architecture concentrate on components and connectors [1], which causes problems such as expensive system evolution, lack of stakeholders communication and limited reusability of architecture [3,6]. Architecture as a set of architectural design decisions (ADD) was proposed to address these issues [4]. The ADD, assumptions, and architectural design integrately make a concept called architectural knowledge (AK) [2], which has been a controversial issue in software architecture community recently. Nevertheless, capturing and managing AK through a systematic method can definitely improve the architectural capability of organizations, and also promote the interaction between stakeholders [10].

Practitioners and researchers have made great efforts to develop models and related tools to capture, manage and share ADD explicitly [12]. Each model has its own strong and weak points. These models are similar to each other and use different terms for describing the identical concept, which leads to the problem of terminological misunderstanding across organizations, which use different models to document their ADDs [5]. In this paper we analyze and compare 9 ADD models and related tools to express their similarities and dissimilarities. It shows that these models have consensus on capturing design decisions, their rationale, constraints on decisions and alternatives of decisions. We use 6 criteria, which are based on the desired properties introduced in [7], to compare the tools. The tools comparison demonstrates the major difference among the tools and what desired features are still missing in these tools. This work provides an initial reference for practitioners to evaluate and select appropriate ADD tool based on their architecting needs, context and challenges, and promote the ADD employment in architecting practices.

In reminder of this paper, the ADD models are compared systematically in Section 2. Section 3 compares related tools that support the ADD models analyzed in section 2. We conclude our work with future work directions in Section 4.

2. Comparison of Existing ADD Models
In [12], we surveyed 9 ADD models and related tools. In Table 1 these models are compared so that their similarities and dissimilarities are clarified. The elements of each model are located in one row which expresses similar or identical concept; however they may use different terminologies. Two types of ADD concepts are classified: Decision, Constraint, Solution and Rationale are elements that all the ADD models have consensus on, and they are named major elements. Problem, Group, Status, Dependency, Artifact, Consequence, Stakeholder and Phase/Iteration are elements without consensus, called minor elements.

2.1 Major Elements
Decision. A Decision in Tyree’ template, is equal to the concept Architectural Design Decision of core model and ADDSS, the Solution in pattern model, the Architectural Decision in SOAD, the Design Decision in AREL, and Architecture Decision in DAMSAK.
Constraint. All the concepts like Assumption, Constraint, Requirement/Defect/Risk, Context, Concern, Decision drivers and Quality Attribute, and Architectural Driver state the limitations which influence architectural design and the choice of alternatives. These concepts are also equal to Architecturally Significant Requirements (ASR) and Scenario in DAMSAK.

Solution. The concept of Position in Tyree’s template expresses alternatives for solving the design issue. This concept equals architectural design decisions in Kruchten’s Ontology with the status of Idea or Tentative. This concept is equal to Solution variants in pattern model and also the Potential Solution in Archium and Design option in DAMSAK.

Rationale. Argument in Tyree’s template expresses the “why” of the decision made which is equal to Rationale in pattern model, Kruchten’s Ontology and DAMSAK and also to concepts pros and cons in Archium, and justification in SOAD model. In AREL, this concept is captured by Qualitative and Quantitative design rationale. The core model lacks explicit concept for recording the rationale of an ADD, but the rationale can be discovered by following the decision loop [5], in which the Concern and Decision Topic lead to the ranking of the Alternatives so that the Decision is chosen conditionally.

2.2 Minor Elements

Problem. The Issue concept in the Tyree’s template equals the Problem in pattern model, Problem Statement in SOAD model, Decision Topic in core model, Problem, Motivation and Cause in Archium, Requirement in ADDSS, Design Issue in AREL, which all express stakeholders’ problem to be solved and also the origins that motivated the decisions.

Group. The Group concept in Tyree’s template is equal to the concept of Category, ADtopic and Category of decision in Kruchten’s Ontology, pattern model, SOAD and ADDSS respectively. These concepts are all considered as a group of architectural decisions related with certain characteristic.

Status. The Status concept, expressing the evolution process of an ADD, equals the concept of State in Kruchten’s Ontology, Status in SOAD and ADDSS model. As pattern is a type of general knowledge, it does not need the trait of status. There is no status concept in other ADD models, e.g. core model, while Status can be added as a property of Decision.

Dependency. The Related Decision concept in Tyree’s template describes the dependencies between decisions. This concept is captured in Kruchten’s Ontology by Relationship, in pattern model by Related Pattern, in SOAD model by Dependency, in ADDSS by Dependencies and in DASMAK by Relationship. In core model, these relationships are manifested in the decision loop. AREL can not capture the dependency between ADDS. It captures the dependency from architectural driver to decision, and from decision to design outcome.

Artifact. Besides relationships between decisions, Kruchten names several relationships with external artifacts. Design decisions can trace from technical artifacts upstream: requirements and defects (i.e. Concerns in core model), and trace to technical artifacts downstream: design and implementation artifacts (i.e. Artifacts in core model [5]). They are also traceable to management artifacts, such as risks and plans (again Concerns). Kruchten notes that it is useful to track which portions of the system are not compliant with some design decisions. In core model, this non-compliance corresponds to a reflection in Artifacts of an Architectural Design upon which some ADDS have not yet been enforced.

Consequence. A pattern’s consequences state the results of applying a pattern. This concept corresponds to Implications concept in Tyree’s template and Consequence in Archium. We can also get this concept in core model via composition of Architectural Design Decision and Concern concepts [8].

Stakeholder. The Stakeholders concept in ADDSS contains the list of stakeholders interested in particular view, and hence in a particular subset of design decisions. This concept corresponds to Stakeholder concept in core model and DASMAK.

Phase/Iteration. Architecture is constructed in an iterative process. In ADDSS and SOAD model, The Iteration and Phase element are used to record the architectural iteration/phase which the decisions belong to.
This panoramic comparison shows that in many cases the ADD models employ different terms to express similar or identical concept. These models do have some common features: (1) treat architectural design as a decision making process; (2) all these models have consensus on capturing and documenting _rationale, constraints_ and _alternatives_ of decisions. However, different models have different coverage for capturing minor ADD elements.

3. Comparison of Tools Supporting the Existing ADD Models

In Table 1, the existing ADD models are compared with each other, and the similarities and dissimilarities among them were clarified. It is identified that these models have no consensus on minor ADD elements. The differences in naming, capturing and using minor ADD elements result in a substantial difference among the tools, which have been implemented based on various ADD models. Meanwhile, not all the ADD models are supported by tools. For example, the Tyree’s template has no tool support. Practitioners use a text template for capturing and documenting ADD with Tyree’s template. As mentioned in Section 1, we surveyed (available) tools about the 9 ADD models in [12]. In this section, we use 6 criteria to compare these tools. In Table 2, the tools that support the Kruchten’s Ontology, core model, SOAD, Archium, ADDSS, AREL and DAMSAK are compared in details.

The desired properties proposed by Farenhorst et al. for ADD tools [7] are used as criteria to compare these tools, including stakeholder-specific content, easy manipulation of content, descriptive in nature, support for ADD codification, support for ADD personalization, and support for collaboration. In Table 2, the tools are compared with each other by desired properties, in which “+” means “support”, and “−” represents “no support”.

**Stakeholder-specific content:** Archium is designed for single user to create and maintain traceability between the decisions and the architectural design [6]. In ADDSS 2.0, multi-perspective is supported by Stakeholders and Architectural Views concept. In AD kwik, it is possible to have multiple users with various roles and this tool provides “search function” for retrieving required information for specific stakeholders. In a large project, multiple stakeholders are involved in various architecting activities, and typically manage and maintain their part of the relevant ADD. The _Knowledge hub_ feature is addressed in KA tool for gathering all the AK (including ADD) in one resource, and provides an interface for all involved stakeholders to manage and evolve it.

**Easy manipulation of content:** The language used in Archium suggests explicit support for addition and modification of ADDs. In ADDSS 2.0, user can easily modify the attributes of a design decision, which is not a simple task in ADDSS 1.0. KA tool suite, AD kwik, Kruchten’s Ontology tool and AREL tool support this property as well. In PAKME tool, a maintenance service provides various features to modify, delete and instantiate different ADD artifacts.

**Descriptive in nature and ADD codification:** All the tools have the character of “descriptive in nature”. As a consequence, all these tools do not prescribe how architects should manage ADDs, for example, by offering an abundance of predefined models, guidelines or templates. This is also related to the fact that all the tools employ the codification approach for ADD management [11]. In codification strategy users are able to codify and store explicit ADD in document, (UML) models, or databases.

**ADD personalization:** Personalization means that users communicate the ADD with human instead of knowledge stored in a repository. Most of ADD tools do not support ADD personalization. PAKME is the only tool that supports personalization as it not only provides access to codified AK, but also identifies the source of knowledge [9]. That means it can also support a hybrid strategy (codification and personalization) for managing AK and ADDs.

**Collaboration:** AD kwik and KA tool suite are designed and implemented as a collaboration system. These tools allow the stakeholders to collaborate with
each other. This feature is also supported in PAKME because PAKME is built on an open source groupware platform, which provides collaboration features by content management, project management etc.

Table 2 provides an overview of ADD tools, whose comparison result is neither complete nor perfect. The objective of this comparison is to provide an initial reference for ADD practitioners and researchers to evaluate and select appropriate ADD tool based on their architecting needs, context and challenges, and promote the ADD employment in architecting practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools Supporting Existing ADD Models</th>
<th>Desired Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stakeholder-specific content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruchten’s Ontology Tool</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Architect (KA)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDSS 2.0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAKME Tool</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. A Comparison of Tools Supporting Existing ADD Models

4. Conclusions and Future Work

The attention of software architecture community has changed over recent years and results in an increasing interest in ADD as one of key elements of the architecting process. The aforementioned change brings the models and related tools to capture, store, manage and share the AK, especially ADDs. We analyze and compare the existing ADD models and related tools in this paper. The main results of this study are: (1) all the ADD models treat the architectural design as a decision making process; (2) all the models have consensus on capturing and documenting rationale, constraints, and alternatives of decisions; (3) various ADD models tend to use different terms to express identical concept; (4) not all the ADD models are supported by tools, some of them use text templates for capturing and documenting ADDs; (5) ADD personalization is a desired feature that is currently missing in most of ADD tools.

Our ongoing and future work focuses on and is prioritized in following aspects: (1) the application and usage comparison of these ADD tools in practice and industrial environment (user satisfaction, cost and benefit, etc.); (2) the general guidelines on how to use ADD models and related tools in architecting process; and (3) the proposition of the general ADD framework that covers selected key features of existing ADD models.
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